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lntroduction

According to the Encyclopedia. Brittanica

"stereotraptiy is uniquely photographic, since no

aitiltiofuci diaw two'sceh6s in exact perspective

frffi'ri;;points separated only 2. 1 1.2 inches (six

..ntirett.t) - the nbrmaldistance between human

;;;;;. werr, what may be impossible for the artist

iSir"irrliirptt task for a iomputer, even a PC

running BASIC!

It is an elementary exercise in projective.ge-

ometrv to develop th'e algorithm for generating

iteteogrars, whiih can be viewed either directly

on a minitor screen or in hard copy from a printe.r'

iilGih.ique which we willdevelop in this article

*iiiOe usetut both for the practical display-of com-

oritt oln.rated graphics in stereoscopic 3D' and

iJ in"t*perimenld iool for investigating th.e psy-

.[e-fnysical mysteries of three dimensional vision
'itJ.r[ Aong thd way we will learn how to produce

il;;;;tit; graphics, since a stereogram is simply

h pair of peripective views of the same scene'

How We Have Learned To See ln 3-D

Figure 1 illustrates the geometry involved as

eacn iye lens forms images of external object

ooints 6n the retina. Actually, the eye lens con-

[.ig.tiUJndte ot light rays fiom each object point

ontS the corresponiing r6tinal image point; in the

i-.iii.Jioi clarity, only-the "chief" ray repre.senting

eicn ounOle is lhowh here. Because of the eye

r"oitition, the left and right retinal images are not

uJnii.iil ]n tne two vievis of a three dimensional

r*.I, tn" relative separations ald orientations of

;bi;;t'pointt will be'different. our brains have

f"dineO to'tuse" these disparate images into one'

;G;t;ti;g tne oisparities'as th.e 
rgsul of three di-

mlniionai separations of object points' Thus'

ietniiiabty, we see three dimensional depth in a

pair of two dimensional retinal images'

Simulatlon BY Profectlons

ln Figure 1, the eyes are shown tgo\iryt!lgl9,l'

a windoil; this window is our "projection Pl-{ne '

FtJ, iht perspective of the left i:ye' A' and B' are

the oroiections (onto the window) of the object

ooinli A inO B. if, instead of looking at the gbjegt

;;ffi A ino B, the left eye were presented with

5iruf"t.O object points a[A' and B', the chie{ ray

;;lillii.rgh tnd eye lens would be identical and

ine i.tin"i p6int ima6e positions would b.e identical'

inri ioiracn eyeinb projections (onto a two di-

mensional plane) of a set of object points can slmu-

iit. f'ose 6bject'points to the eye, producing iden-

tical retinal Proiections.

,?, thf

Figure 1. ln binocular vision, a diflerent perspective projects a

diilerent image onto each retina' The brain reads three

Jitn"n.ioorf ieplh into the disparities between lhe two {lat

'rmag;a. Perspective projeclions onto an intervening "window'

can simulate the object Points'
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Figure 2. The geometry of the perspective algorithm. Turning
on the pixel (U,V) of the monitor screen at (Z=0) will simulate
the objec{ point (X,Y,Z) to the eye at (H,J,K); similarly another
pixel will simulate thE same objea point to the second eye.

Our task is clear:we consider thatwe are view-
ing a distant object through our monitor screen,
which'becomes the projection window, and we turn
on.a Screen pixel at the projection of each object
point onto the screen. We do this twice, iirst
projecting from our left eye as vertex, and then from
our right eye, thus generating a stereographic
image pair.

Developlng The Algorithm

Fleferring to Figure 2, we take the upper left
corner of the monitor screen as the origin for all co-
ordinate measurements. The X axis is horizontal
and positive to the right; positive Y is vertical and
down; positive Z is into the monitor. We draw a tine

iplling the eye at (H,J,K) and an object point at
({,V.,21. This line intersects the screenat (U,V), the
pixelwhich we should turn on to simulate the object
point at (X,Y,Z) to the eye at (H,J,K). ln order td do
this for an entire set of object points, and for two
eyes,we need to develop expressions giving U and
V as functions of X,Y,Z,H,J and K.

. 
The problem reduces to that of finding the co-

ordinates of the point of intersection of a line and a
plane. This is done by solving the equations of the
line and the plane as a set of simultaneous equa-
tions. The general equation describing a line gding
through the two points (X1,YI ,21) and (X2,y2,22)
is:

(x-xly(x1-x2) = (Y-Y1)/(Y1-Y2) =
(z-21)t(21-22),

The equation of the screen plane is simply: Z = O.

Solving these equations simultaneously gives:

(X-X1y(X1-x2) = -z1l(21-22) and
(Y-Yly(Y1-Y2) = -Z1t(21-22) .

, We apply these results to our situation by re-
pliging the coordinates of the intersection point
(X,Y) with the screen pixel coordinates (U,V);tne
point (X1 ,Yl,Z1) is replaced by the general object
point (X,Y,Z), and the point (XZ,Y1,ZZ) is replabed
by the eye location (H,J,K). Converting to this
notation and solving the two equations for U and V,
respectively, gives:

U=X-Z(X-H)/(Z-K) and
v=Y-z(Y-J)t(Z-K).

This last equation pair is the desired algorithm,
giving the screen pixel coordinates (U,V) of the
projection of the object point (X,Y,Z) onto the
monitorscreen plane (Z=0) from the perspective of
an eye at (H,J,K).

The Program Flow

. . ln our programming we shall describe all spa-
tial coordinates in inches;just before displayingihe
results we will convert the screen cooidinates
(.U,V) f19m inches to screen pixels. The program
flow will be (using the upper left corner oi the
monitor screen as origin for all coordinates):

1.) Generate numerical values for the coordinates
(X,Y,Z) of the set of object points as they would
exist in real space behind the monitor screen at
around Z=20 inches or more. Usually, this willbe
the most difficult and painstaking task. ln the
accompanying program "MAlN", a different tech-
nique of object data construction is used in the
construction of each of the five scenes depicted;let
these serve as examples for your experimentation.

Do not be over ambitious in detailing the object
sggne. Begin by using only a sparse sampling of
object points and lines, sufficient to desciibe-ihe
outlines_ -and geometric features of the object
scene. Without gray-scale capability we can 6nly
implement a'\nrire frame" or line drawing represen-
tation, not a photographic rendition. io fhcilitate
fusion of the resultant images, the horizontalextent
of the sampled object scene must be restricted so
th.at its projection on the window/screen (at Z=0)
will not exceed 2 inches, as viewed from an eye
located 10 inches in front of the screen. The orily
limitation in the verticaldirection is the screen itseli.
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2.) Define the two .eye locationt-fl'*[) to 
?:

tolated in front of the screen at about K = -'lu

incnes, for noimal focusing of the eye.l.enses on tl19

screen image. Assign a value to J (the s.ame lor

both eyesjio as to give the desired vertical per-

ipectire Jiew ot thdobject as seen through the

sbreen '\ilindow".

3.) ln the same way assign numericalvalues to the

eie ff cooCInates so ai !o give the desired hori-

=i,ntal 
peiipt.tir. view' Ho-wever the value of H

roitie iignieye must be 2'33 inches (6 cm') larger

than H for the left eYe.

4. ) U si n g the above deve lo pe d 
.pe,'?P?cJiY:.1,9^?.-

rit'hm, transform the set of (X,Y,Z) objeg! points lnto

the set oi piojected scredn points (9.'V)' Do thjs

t*ice, first Ising the left eye value of H' then using

ine rilnt eye H value, thus generating two screen

images, one for each eye'

5.) Convert the set of (U,V) values' now in inches'

inlo norizontal and virtichl screen pixel coordi-

nates. ln tne PC "Hi- Res" mode, U canrange.from

0 to 639 pi*tlt; V ranges from 0 to 199 pixels- A

self-exflinatory progiam "CAL" is included to

senerate the riecessarv 99.alip 1'9!9i': 19r..v:,""
^ monitor. The program "MAIN" already contalns

(statement 50)'defiult scale factors for a 13 inch

monitor.

The above procedure will usually result in left

and right imag'es which overlap 9n J|e screen'

rrni" Eomolicition was avoided in Figure 1 by

Li"ooeiatihs the eye separation relative to other

oimEiiiJ"s.i witn 6ufficibntlv high displav resolu-

tioii, srin 6verlapping irnages- can be viewed

iGibo-.copicallv th iou in some mechanism which

;;;iti;iJtti; view of eich eve to its corresponding

will usually have to add an artificial separation; in

iil;;;'"peration we can locate the image pair

convenientlY on the screen:

6.) For eachlimage, add a constant offset to all U

udlues so as to generate closely spaced, but hori-

iont"rrf separaied screen images conveniently

fo.ate,i for viewing. A constant offset can also be

"OO"O 
to allV valles, so as to move both images

,.rtLirly in unison, for comfortable viewing ' ln fact'

inese nori=ontal and vertical offsets can be used to

maXe visible perspective views which would other-

*ii.-appear bff-s'creen, thus enlarging the dimen-

sions 6f the available 'Window"'

7.) Finally, turn on the set of pixels at the set of

sdre"n coordinates (U,V) using, for example' the

BASIC PSET (U,V) command'

Viewing Stereograms

Point your index fingers upward, holding them

abouiio incnes in fronlof your eyes and about 4

incnes apart. Gaze between your fingers at-a

oistjnt o6iect; you will see four finger images' As

Vou ifo*ry Oririg your fingers closer together' the

[*o insiO.i ima{eb will overlap when your fingers

ire about 2 inc[es apart. Under these conditions'

tnJ Ttti-eye's retinal image of .the. left finger is

irn.ni"ilyf.uperimposed upon the right eye's reti-

l';ii;;g6 ot tne iignt tinger. If vour brain had

r,eason io believe t-hat these two superimposed

irigLt were a stereo pair-of views of a sin-gle

;bi"h, it would attempi to fuse them into a 3-D

int'erpretation of that object'

Now replace the two fingers with-a stereogra-

phic image pair, such as Figure 9' . 
n-glil gazing

itraignt ineaO at a distant object, hold the page

"iiou1 
i0 incnes in front of your eyes and slowly

raise it into view from below, maintaining your gaze

on the distant object, as if the page were a transpar-

enirinOo*. Ad with the fingers, you should see

three images; again the middle image is a mental

il,;t$Jiiion oI the left ev.e's vjgyv of the left

Oii*ing and the right eye's view of.the right draw-

i.g. T"ilt your heid oi tne page to improve the

veiiicar idgistration; adjust th.e convergence. of

your eyeUills to improve the horizontal registra-

iion. Concentrate on the middle image until your

biain tearns to interpret this fusion of two images

into one 3-D scene'

lf you normally wear corrective eyeglasses'

keep tirem on; bifobals should be used in the near-

visi6n mode. There are exceptions; many near-

sighteO persons, including the.author, find stere-

odtrrn firsion much easier without wearing their

ilA; Gg, using polarizeci^light, color encoding'
antflar iirie seouencino). Since our stereogramand/or time sequencing).
viewing technique requires separated images' we

Figure 3. 'Unfinished Cube wilh Diagonals"' Stereogram

ge-neraled by opt'on 1 (stalements 215-430) of the program

iUetn". Objeci points are read from DATA stalements' trans-

foir"a ro.6t"en coordinates, and ioined with li nes' As with the

other listings, the perspective can be changed by user input'

See text lor viewing Procedures'
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Figure 4. "Mountain". Stereogram generated by option 2

(statements 1215-1350) of the program "MA|N", using a

Gaussian lunction of the form Y=EXP(-X2 - Z2). Object con-

slruction proceeds by scanning (X,Z) space and evaluating

Y=F(X,Z) at sampled points.

ln general, corrective eyeglasses should be
kept on, but do not hesitate to experiment. As
shown, a cardboard partition can be placed be-
tween the drawings so that each eye sees only its
own half of the stereogram. ln similarfashion, both

of these viewing techniques can be used to view
stereograms displayed directly on the monitor
screen.

About the Author

Robert J. Sciamanda is a physicist at American
Sterilizer Company (AMSCO). Previously he

taught physics at Gannon University and designed
automated inspection devices for EG&G at the
ldaho National Engineering Laboratory. His ad-
dress is 31 10 W 40 St. Erie, PA 16506.4

Program Listing

Program 1. "CAL". Shows the monitor screen
measurements to be made for determining screen
scale factors to be inserted in statement 50 of
"MAlN". As printed, "MAlN" already contains scale
factors appropriate for a typical 13 inch monitor
screen.

10 REM ''CAL" ' MEASURES DISPLAY AREA

PC STEREOGRAPHICS / SCIAMANDA

20 KEY OFE:CLS:SCREEN 2:LOCATE 15,10
30 PRINT "SX : WIDTH OF THIS REC-

TANGLE IN INCHES,, : PRINT: PRINT
40 PRINT TAB(10);"SY : HEIGHT OF THfS
RECTANGIE TN INCHES,, :PRINT:PRTNT
50 PRINT TAB(10),."TNSERT THESE VA],UES

IN LINE 50 OE

"iCHR$ Qal ; "MAIN";CHR$ (34)

55 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT TAB(15) ;"HIT ANY

KEY TO EXTT";
60 PSET (0,0) :DRAW *R639D199L639U199"

70 IF INKEY$:"" THEN 70
80 CLS

t.

Figure 5. "Saddle". Stereogram generated by oplion 3 (stat+

ments 2215-2350) of the program "MA|N", using thefunct'onal

lormZ =Y2 -X2. Object conslruclion proceeds by scanning

(X,Y) space and evaluating Z=F(X,Y) at sampled points'

i"

glasses. Experiment for your best viewing tech-
nique.

Success requires that you converge your eye-

balls toward a distant (fictitious) point, ie. look

straight ahead, while focusing your eye lenses

upon the nearby page. This is not a natural use of
your eyes; normal binocular vision automatically
correlates convergence and focusing. With prac-

tice and patience, however, most people can be-

come proficient at this stereographic viewing tech-
nique.

A pair of convergent lenses can be employed

as an aid to restore the correlation between conver-
gence and focusing. As shown in Figure 8, the lens

centers are spaced slightly farther apart than the 6

cm. eye spacing so that the eyes use only the inner

halves of the lenses, where the lenses behave like

shallow prisms. Light rays from an object directly
in front of an eye are deviated by the "prism" so that

the object appears to be displaced toward the

nose. Thus, the eyeballs need no longer maintain

a straight ahead gaze toward a distant point; they

can now converge toward a nearby point, just as if

a nearby solid objectwere being viewed. (Depend-

ing upon their focal length, the lenses may also

offer a moderate magnification, but this is inciden-

tal to their primary purpose in this application')

A matched pair of appropriate lenses can often

be found as the objectives in a pair of binoculars or

opera glasses, even the child's toy variety. T!',e

lenses should be at least an inch in diameter;the
focal length may be anywhere between 6 and 15

inches. The author can supply a pair of lenses for

$1O.OO postpaid (Flobert Sciamanda, 31 10 W. 40

St, Erie, PA 16506).

[t
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Program 2. "MA|N". Written in Microsoft BASICA
for the IBM PC and compatibles. Uses high reso-
lution g raphics to display a stereog ram pair f or each
of five different scenes. A different technique is
illustrated in the construction of each of the five
scenes.

]-O REM "MATN" I PC STEREOGRAPHICS/

SCTAMANDA

20 KEY OFF:CLS
30 DrM H(21 ,OrX(2)
40 PX:640:PY:200:
DIMENSIONS TN PIXELS
50 SX=I-O : SY:6 .5
DIMENSTONS IN INCHES -
..CAL"

60 DX:PXISX:DY:PY/SY
SCALE FACTORS (PIXELS/INCH)
61 PRINT" SCENE MENU

(Enter a sinqle number) "
62 PRTNT

63 PRINT"I CUBE 2 GAUSSIAN

SADDLE 4TUNNEL 5LTGHTS'
64 S$:INKEY$:IF S$:""THEN 64

65 S:VAL(S$):IF S<1 OR S>5 THEN

CLS:GOTO 61

66 ON S GOSUB 220,L220,2220,3220,4220
70 H(2):H(1)+2.33 :REM GET DEFAULT

PARAMETER VALUES

80 CLS:PRINT *ENTER 1 OR 2 i"
90 PRINT " ]. AUTO-DEMO

MODE"

lOOPRINT' 2 USER

INPUT MODE"

l-1-0 N$:INXEY$: IF N$:""1'HEN 110
120 N:VAL(N$):IF N<l- OR N>2 THEN B0

L25 IE N:1" THEN 210
130 CLS: PRINT *ENTER COORDINATES OF

LEFT EYE { X,Y,Z I"
140 PRINT *IN INCHES FROM SCREEN ORI-
GIN (UPPER LEFT CORNER) "
150 PRINT"POSITIVE X TS TO THE RIGHT,
POS. Y IS DOWN, POS. Z IS INTO THE

,' t t

Figure 7. "Lights". Stereogram generated by option 5 (state-

ments 4215-4360) ol the program "MA|N". Objea space is

scanned in all three (X,Y,Z) directions, turning on lights at

randomly selected grid points.

SCREEN"

L60 PRINT: PRINT"DEMO VAIUES ARE

";H(1) ;"," iJ;",";K
170 INPUT H(1),J,K: H(2) : H(1) +

2 . 33 :PRINT : PRfNT : PRINT
]-80 PRINT"ENTER DISPLAY OFFSETS {

X(LETT},X(RIGHT),Y } IN SCREEN PIX-
ELS"
190 PRINT: PRINT"DEMO VALUES ARE

";OFX (1);", ";OFX (2) ;",";OFY
200 rNPUT OFX(1) /OFX(2),OFY
210 CLS:SCREEN 2:ON S GOTO

240 , L240 ,2240 ,3240 , 4240
215 REM SCENE l-: *UNFINISHED CUBE"

220 Orx (l-):110:OFx (2) =180:OFY:-30
:REM D]SPLAY OFFSETS IN PIXELS
230 H (1):-1:J:6:K:-10:RETURN :REM

EYE COORDINATES IN INCHES

240 fOR T,:1 TO 2 :REM FOR

T

Figure 8. A pair of convergent lenses, used as prisms, can be

employed as an aid to viewing stereograms. Adjust the

d istance "h" for sharpest focus, then vary lens spacing for best

fusion. Experiment for your best technique.

:REM SCREEN

:REM SCREEN

FROM PROGRAM

:REM DISPLAY

O
b
I

it

I
t
I

1

Figure 6. "TUNNEL". Stereogram generated by option 4

(statements 3215-3410)ol the program',MAlN". ObjeA dala is

five coaxial circles of constant radius, displaced in the Z
direc{ion.
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LEFT, THEN RTGHT PROJECTION
250 READ XtYtZ,G :REM GET OBJECT
POINT COORDINATES & OPERATION CODE
(G)

260 rr G :2 0R G-3 THEN
X-XI+X:Y:YI+Y zZ:ZL+?" :IIEM DATA IS
RELATIVE
274 IE G:0 THEN 370 :REM OpERATION
CODE FOR END OF DATA
280 U:x-2,t (X-H (L) I / (z-K) :REM TRANS-
FORM TO SCREEN COORDINATES (INCIIES)
290 v:Y_z* (Y_J) / (z_Kl
300 U=U*DX+OFX(L) :V:V*OY+OFy :REM
SCAIE TO PIXELS,. ADD OFFSETS
3L0 ON G GOTO 330,340,350 :REM
INTERPRETS OPERATION CODE (G}

320 PRTNT .DATA 
STREATVI NOT TERMTNATED

PROPERLY (END WITH EOUR ZEROES),,:END
330 PSET (U,V):GOTO 360 :REM
TURN ON PrXEL (G:1)
340 PRESET (U,V):GOTO 360 :REM
MOVE WITH PEN UP (G:2')
350 LrNE -(U,V):GOTO 360 :REM
DRAW LINE (G:3)
360 Xl-=X: YL:Y :Zt:Z: GOTO 250 : REM
NEED FOR RELATIVE DATA (c:2 OR 3)
370 IF L:l- THEN RESTORE
380 NEXT L:END
400 DATA 5,L,20,1, 6,A,0,3,0, 6,0,3,-
6t0r0r3r0r*6r0r3
4L0 DATA 0,0,6,2,6,0,0,3,0,6,O,3,-
6r0r0,3,a,-6r0,3
420 DATA 6, 6,-6,3,0,0, 6,2, -6,-6, -
6,3,0,6r0,2,6,-6,6,3
430 DATA 0, 0, -6,2, -6,6, 6,3,0, 0, 0, 0
L215 REM SCENE 2: *cAUSSrAI,r MOUNTAIN,
l?20 Orx (l-):110:OFX (2) =180:OFy=60
:REM DTSPLAY OFFSETS IN PIXELS
1230 H(1):-f :J:1:K:-10:RETURN :REM
EYE COORDINATES IN TNCHES
L240 DEr rNEL (X,Z):5-10*EXp (-( (X-
5) ^2+ (Z-20) ^2) /21:REM DEFTNE y:F lx,z\
IN INCHES
1250 FOR X:2 TO I STEP .L :REM SCAII X
& Z (INCHES) Or OBJECT SPACE
1260 FOR Z:17 IO 23 STEP .4
1270 Y:FNFI (X, Z) :REM
EVAIUATE Y:F(X,Z) AT EACH OBJECT
POINT
1280 FOR L:1 TO 2 :REM FOR
LEFT, THEN RrGHT PROJECTION ONTO
SCREEN

12 g0 u=x _z* (x_H (L,) ) / (Z_K') : REM X
COORDINATE OF PROJECTED POINT
( TNCHES)

1300 v:y_7* (f_J) / (z_Kl :REM y
COORDTNATE OF PROJECTED POINT
(rNcHES)

1-310 U:U*DX+OFX (L) :V=V*DY+OFY :REM
CONVERT TO PIXELS,. ADD OFFSETS
1320 PSET (U,V) :REM
PLOT THE SCREEN PROJECTION PO]N?
1330 NEXT L
l-340 NEXT Z
l-350 NEXT X:END
2215 REM SCENE 3: *SADDLE-

2220 oEx (l-):?0 :oFX (2):110:OFy:-20
:REM DISPLAY OFFSETS IN PIXELS
2230 H(1;:2 :J:5:K:-10 :RETURN :REM EyE
COORDINATES IN INCHES
2240 DEF ENF1 (x, Y): (Y-4') ^2- (X-41^2+60
:REM DEFINE Z:F(X,Y) - ALL TN INCHES
2250 FOR Y:-2 TO L0 STEP .5
:REM SCAN X & Y (INCHES) OE OBJECT
SPACE

2250 rOR X--1 TO 9 STEP 1
2270 Z:FNFI(X,Y) :REM
EVALUATE Z:F(X,Y) AT EACH OBJECT
POTNT

2280 FOR L:l TO 2 :REM FOR
LEFT, THEN RrcHT PROJECTTON ONTO
SCREEN

2290 v*x-7,t (X-H (Ll ) / (Z-K) : REM X
COORDINATE OT PROJECTED POINT
(INCHES)

2300 v=Y_zi.1Y_J) / (Z_X) :REM Y
COORDINATE OF PROJECTED POINT
(TNCHES)

2310 U:U*DX+OFX (L) :V:V*DY+OFY :REM
CONVERT TO PTXELS; ADD OFFSETS
2320 PSET (U,V) :REM
PLOT THE SCREEN PROJECTION POINT
2330 NEXT L
2340 NEXT X
2350 NEXT Y:END
3215 REM SCENE 4: *TUNNE].

3220 OFx (l-) :50 :oFX (2) :90 :oFy:-20 :

REM DTSPLAY OFFSETS IN TNCHES
3230 H (]-l=2:J:5 :K:-10 :RETURN :REM
EYE COORDINATES IN INCHES
3240 DrM X(80),Y(80)
CONSTRUCT THE ARRAYS X(T),Y(I),
]NG
3250 R=4:A:5

:REM

GIV-

: REM
THE COORD]NATES OF A CTRCLE
3260 F'OR I:1 TO 20 :REM
OF RADIUS 4 INCHES,. CENTER OT CIRCLE
3270 X (I) :aa1*R/20 :x (r+20) :X (r) :REM
fS AT X=Y:5 II{CHES.
3280 Y(r):A+SoR(R^2- (X (r) -
A) ^2 ) : Y (I+20 ) :2*A-Y (I )

3290 x (I+40) :2*A-X (r) : y (I+40) :y (r)
:REM EACH CIRCLE WILL BE A TUNNEL
3300
x (r+60) =x (I+40) :y (r+60) :y (r+20) :REM
CROSS-SECTION.
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3310 NEXT I SCAN OBJEC? SPACE

3320 FOR L:1 TO 2 :REM 4270 rOR X:3 TO I :REM AND

LEFT, THEN RIGHT PROJECTTONS. TURN ON

3330 rOR Z:30 TO i.LO STEP 20 :REM 4280 FOR z: 20 TO 30 STEP 2 :REM

PLACE CIRCLES AT Z:30,50,10,90,110 LIGHTS AT RANDOM

3340 rOR I:L TO 80 4294 TF RND > .5 THEN 4360 :REM

3350 u:x (11-z* (x(r)-H(L) I / $-K) :REM BRANCH FOR NO LrGHT AT THrS POINT
x COORDINATE Or PROJECTED POrNT 4300 FOR t:L TO 2 :REM rOR
(INCHES) LEFT, TT{EN RIGHT PROJECTION ONTO

3360 v:Y (T't -zx (Y (I) -Jl / (Z-K) :REM SCREEN

Y COORDINATE Or PROJECTED POINT 431-0 U-x-2*(X-H(I'lr/ (z-K) :REM X

(INCHES} COORDINATE OT PROJECTED TIGHT
33?0 U:U*DX+OFX(L):V:V*DY+OFY :REM (INCHES)

CONVERT TO PIXELS,' ADD OTTSETS 4320 V:Y-2*1Y-J) / lZ-Kl :REM Y

3380 PSET (U,V) :REM COORDINATE OF PROJECTED LIGHT
PLOT THE SCREEN PROJECTION POINT (INCHES}

3390 NEXT I 4330 U:U*DX+OFX(L) IV:V*DY+OFY :REM

34OO NEXT Z CONVERT TO PIXELS,. ADD OFFSETS

3410 NEXT L:END 4340 PSET (U,V) :REM

4215 REM SCENE 5: 'RANDOM LIGHTS' TURN ON THE SCREEN PrXEL
4220 Orx(l-):120:OFX {21:L7A:OFY--20: 4350 NE1T L
REM DISPLAY OFFSETS IN PIXELS 4360 NEXT Z: NEXT X: NEXT Y:END
4230 H (1") =-1: J:7 :K:-10:RETURN tREM

EYE COORDINATES ]N INCHES EditOT'S NOIE:
4240 PRTNT"ENTER ANY NUMBER (SEED FOR

RANDoM No GENERAToR) ' Disk with the program is available for $19 from
425A rNpUT SD: RANDoMTZE SD: CLS ACCESS, POBox 12847 ResearchTriangle
4260 rOR Y:-1 To 5 :REM Park, NC 277A9
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